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.
A general formalism for charge imbalance in a non-equilibrium superconductor is obtained usin g ~-integrated Green ' s
Iunction , wh1ch IS applicable at arbitrary temperature, even when the width of quasi-particle states is appreciable due to pair
breakmg processes and when strong coupling effects are significant.
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1 Introduction
One of the important aspects of non-equilibrium
superconductivity is the concept of branch
imbalance in electron-like and hole-like branches of
1
the excitation spectrum • Since branch imbalance
corresponds to net charge in the excitation spectrum,
interpretation in terms of c harge imbalance is
imperative
to
explain
the
experimental
3
observations 2 . Pethick & Smith have discussed
many aspects of charge imbalance using quasiparticle distribution function for excitation spectrum
and its coupling with condensate. This app;oach is
physically appealing, but is limited in its validity,
since, it is applicable only if the width of quasiparticle states is small, and pair-breaking effects
may be treated as perturbation . To cope with strong
pair-breaking, one must resort to a more general
approach, and the particular one the author emp loys
is, that based on the quasi-particle Green's function.
4
5
This is due to Ei lenberger , Eliashberg , Larkin &
7
8
6
Ovchinnkov , Schimd & Schon and Mattoo .
In this paper, the author first reviews briefly, the
quasi-particle distribution function approach, for
calculating charge imbalance in non-equilibrium
superconductor in Sec 2. Then, a general formalism
~or charge imbalance is obtained in Sec 3, using ~
Integrated Green 's function and the results compares
with those obtained, using other techniques.

2 Quasi-particle Approach
The quasi-particle formalism is va lid provided
that, spatial variations are slo N on the scale of
temperature-dependent
coherence
length
~(7)-livF/!:J.. Also, temporal variations are slow on a

scale of Wfl. Here, vF is the Fermi velocity and !1 the
energy gap. Under these circumstances, the internal
structure of quasi-particles respond, essentially,
instantaneously to the local gap and the state of
normal component may be specified in terms of a
scalar quasi-particle distribution function. Likewise,
the gap responds, essentially, instantaneously to the
local quasi-particle distribution, and is therefore
given by the BCS equation. The time development
of the superconducting component is given by the
usual super-fluid acceleration equation, and the
development of the quasi-particle distributi on
function is governed by the quasi-particle
Boltzmann equation. The resulting Boltzmann
equation closely resembles that for normal metals
~nd super-fluid correlations enter through changes
m the quasi-particle dispersion relation and throuah
b
coherence factors that occur m transitional
probabilities.
In the BCS limit, the total charge-density
in units of the e lectronic charge) may be
wntten as :

(m~asured

n=

L~~f, +v:,o - J_,,)}

... ( I )

pa

Here, the summation is over states, normalized
to unit volume; fr the distribution function for
Bogoliubov quasi-particles, characterized
by
momentum p and spin cr; ur and vr are the coherence
factors defined by:
u

2

"

=I_{l+t:_}
E
2
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... (2)
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E
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The quantity ~r=£ dl is the normal state quasiparticl e e nergy, Er, measured with respect to the
chemi cal pote nti al , J..l, and £"

= ~;,: + !1.2

is the

energy of a quasi-particle in the superconductor,
with !1. be ing the gap parameter.

If one considers only variation of q" due to
variation s of J..l, one may write:

J\~ = aq" 8 =- aq ,, 8

U<f p

'f.1

()

J..L

... (1 0)

::\): 'f.1
as"

Performing a partial summation
term of Eq. (9), one the n finds :

;;;."* =If,
\q p8+'"
:~ ,, )

111

the second

. . .( I I)

~

pa

In Pethick & Smith 's approac h to charge
imbalance' , one writes variations of n as:

.. .(4)

where:
;y:le
L!fp

= 8+:Jp

(}J o s:
---u£1'

where:

... ( 12)

(}£,,

. . . (5b)

is the deviation of the distribution function from a
Fermi function jl, evaluated at the actual quasiparticle energy. The shift in the quasi-particle
e nergy o£p due to the chemical potential shift is
given by:

is defi ned as the charge, associated with condensate.

. .. ( 13)

One can immediately see from Eq. (5) that,
addition of a quasi-particle adds a charge to the
system. This effective charge depends on quasiparticle energy and is given by:

The result, Eq. (11) is a lso obv ious from the fact
that, to the extent that particle hole symmetry
applies:

8Q" =I q" 8fr

.. . (.'5a)

""
is ident ified as the normal charge density, and:

8Q, = I

(l-2 f r) 8v

fl O

... ( 14)

... (6)
and the refore:
The microscopic approach is more closely
related to somewhat different decomposition of Eq .
9
(1). As per Kaelin eta /. :

Q* = Iq"{r"- j (E,J}

n = Q ...,.. + "L.. v~?

.. . (7)

( 13).

. .. (8)

Sometimes, it is convenient to work with
another definition of the quasi-particle energy,
which is negative below the Fermi surface and take:

""
where:

Q*= l.,(u~ - v~)j1 ,

0

. . .( j

5)

pa

whic h for first-order variations is identical with Eq .

fW

An importa nt po int is that, u 2 and v 2 in Eq. (8)
are not necessarily equa l to their values in
equ ilibrium. The q uantity Q* is, the refore, a
measure of the amount by wh ic h, quasi-partic le
distributio n is asymmetri c about the actual Fermi
surface, not the Fermi surface in equilibrium. From
Eq. (8), o ne finds for first-order variations :

8Q* = I(q,,8f~, + f"8JJ

""

... (9)

... ( 16)
The distribution function

-

f"

of these quasi-

particles is defined by :

!"

=

1- f _l'

... ( 17)

below the Fermi surface and :

!" = 1~,

... (18)
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~

above the Fermi surface.

Q* = 2N(O) J dEJ

Therefore, the charge imba lance is g iven by:

Q* =

... (19)

Li q 1, i8J,:c

where N(O)

... (22)

is the den s ity of states at

l

For quas i-particle havin g energy greater than t. ,
it is convenient to work with the definition of quasiparticle energy given by Eq. (16), which is negative
below the Fermi surface and positive above the
Fermi surface. Thus, if one defines:

and
)if I.e

~"

1

= fd~~~8j~:e8(E-E 1,) - v~8f~~:8(E+E 1,)} ... (2 1)
The latter form fo ll ows, because, by vi rtue of
the de lta function s, one may write, t? and v2 as a

(

{~ I ± ~ E 2 -

=~"
5ifl .e ( P' +)
,_

f

): -+

or~r--

-JE2_u

A2

... (23)

we find :

gk(p·' - E) =

It is more conveni ent to work, not with the full
Green' s function but, rather with ~-integrated
function , g, for which transport equations have been
8
derived by the author , directly applicable to strongcoupling superconductors, at arbitrary temperature.
These give information only about deviations from
equilibrium of those parts of G\ which involves the
quasi-particle di stributi on function , and other
contributions to Gk mu st be determined by use of
conservation laws. Thus one can have :

f d~{t~f"8(E- E") - v~(l- f _ , )8(E + E

47r

averaee value of
with p' be in g the direction of
momentum variable.

(Here the author does not consider the full matrix
Green 's function, but only its (1 , 1) component,
which correspond s to the definition of the Green's
fu nction for the normal system). For simplicity, the
auth or considers the pairing to be between states of
momentum P and -P, which correspond s to working
in a frame moving with super-fluid .

function of E alone

n" l (P ' , E)

the Fermi surface for the normal metal for a sing le
~
dO'
spin population and J dEJ-" gk( P' ,E) is the

Green 's function fo rmulation is capable of
describing microscopic phenomena and allows one
to take into account features of real metals, such as,
the detail s of phonon spectrum , strong-coupling
effects and th e effects of magneti c and nonmagnetic impurities. In the BCS limit, the Green 's
function, particul arly, its Keldysh component is
given by:

( P, E)= 8

4

I'

3 Green Function Approach

i

dO'

= L8(E"- f.l )

pa

729

+

E

( _!_{5J t.e( P' ,+)+8j '·c( P' ,-)

~ E2 - t-2 2

~ ~'E~ t} (lf' ' (P' ,+) -lf'' (P' ,-)) }e(E)

-{~(8J'e (-P ' ,+)+ 8J' e(-P' ,-))

~~,E~A' (lf' '(-P',+)-lf'' (-P',- )) }e(E)

l

... (24)
,)}
1

If lis isotrop ic, this reduces to :

lCP' -E)=
{0( E) -

~

?E

?

E- - t.-

1
{5J' e( P' ,+)+8J' " (P',-)}
2

(.,--

ec- E)}

2
t- I E)} , and

2

therefo re, variations of L? and v due to variations of
~do not need to be taken into accou nt. One may,
therefore, write:

... (25)

It is, therefore, seen th at, the charge imbalance
Q* in vo lves the part of
even in £, whi ch is the

l
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part of

of,:'·, odd a bout the Fermi

surface, and part

4 Conclusion

1
of 8+
] p " even about the Fermi surface.

For a weak-coupling superconductor, where the
quasi-particles have definite energy and momentum,
7
Schmid & Schon derived an expression for charge
4
imbalance using generalized form of Eilenberger
6
equat ions introduced by Larki n & Ovchinnkov :
~
dQ'
Q*=2N(O) fdEJ - 1'N 1 (E)JT

4n

imbalance given by Eq. ( 19).

".(26)

It is to be noted that, Sc hmid & Schon's
tranverse di stribution function
is j ust the term in
square brackets of Eq. (25) even in E:

f

In this paper, the author discus ses expressions
for the charge imbalance in the quasi-particle and
~-i ntegrated
Green 's
fu nction
approach,
respectively. The ~-integrated Green ' s function
formali sm is a more general one, as it is applicab le
at arbitrary temperatures and when strong coupling
effects are significant. For weak-coupling effects,
the derived formalism is shown to be equ ivalent to
that of the Schmid & Schon's expression . In the
limit of sma ll pair-breaking and for weak-coupling,
the forma li sm reduces 1.u that in quasi-particle
approach .
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